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Assistance to Upgrade Management
in the Industrial Enterprise
dormakaba provides
products, solutions
and services for
secure access to
buildings and rooms
– now all from a
single source
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dormakaba provides products, solutions and
services for secure access to buildings and
rooms – now all from a single source.
September 2015, DORMA and Kaba become
dormakaba, one of the top three companies
in the global market for security and access
solutions. Millions of products and solutions
are installed worldwide.
dormakaba is there for you throughout every
phase of your building project – from the
initial consultation to the last door handle,
including consulting, planning, realizing,
operation and maintaining. Meanwhile,
dormakaba can provide you a broad product
portfolio, solutions and services from a
single trusted source. With around 15,000
employees and partners, we are there at your
side in over 130 countries, which means that
you can profit from our innovative products,
solutions and services wherever you are.
In the field of industrial market, dormakaba

can provide a complete set of access and
security solutions for the perimeter, building
entrance, lobby and office workshop.
From the high-quality control hardware, to
the intelligent executive system and to the
humanized system integration platform,
dormakaba has always led the industry with
its rich service experience and innovative
technology, aimed to safer, more energysaving, more interconnected, more efficient
and more sustainable environment.
Imagine that your enterprise can own not
only a highly secure access system, but also
a reliable and convenient channel execution
system, an electronic attendance checking
system and workshop data acquisition
system, all of which will be seamlessly
integrated with your current ERP operation
and management system, and this provides
unprecedented assistance to improve your
management efficiency.
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Online Access Control
dormakaba provides reliable professional web-based
access system. The system can manage an organization of
more than 1000 employees and its simple and intuitional
management platform can effectively maximize security
beyond your expectation.
Whether you are installing a brand-new security and
access system or upgrading your original lock system,
dormakaba can help you to implement comprehensive
management and control of doors and secure access
to buildings and rooms. Security events are recorded
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continuously around the clock and alarms will be triggered
in emergency. And the system is even capable of regular
and automatic control of every door so that you do not
have to patrol and check the security of every door before
clocking out.
With dormakaba system, the tedious formalities and
troubles of the key issuance and recovery are eliminated.
When a key is lost, it can be repealed directly in the
system and the security is conveniently guaranteed.
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Product Portfolio

B-COMM

Kaba exos 9300 access control system

9000

9001

Kaba access manager
9200

Kaba remote reader
9115

Kaba B-COMM ERP 5 for:
• access management
• T&A
• shop floor data collection
• for SAP application

9002

Kaba extension module
9030/9031

9003

Kaba remote reader
9125

9004

Kaba desktop reader
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evolo Standalone
Access System
dormakaba evolo is the consequent
further development in flexibility
and future security. The wireless
connection and scalability of various
components of dormakaba evolo is
remarkable. It is not only possible
to expand mechanical key systems

without any problems, seamless
migration into superior online access
systems is also possible at any time.
dormakaba evolo is the ideal choice
for flexibly harmonized, intelligent
access systems.

Standalone components

digital
cylinder

c-lever
compact

c-lever door
furniture

access media

reader

mechatronic
cylinder

administration
software

mechatronic
cylinder

programming
device
Master A/B
cards

digital
cylinder

Wireless

c-lever
door

Wireless components

Wireless

Door accessories

CardLink

Functionality
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update
terminal

desktop
reader

CardLink

Programming

The evolo access system is superior to
conventional mechanical key system in that it is
simpler and more convenient. You can authorize
a user access to a medium or a lock cylinder
at the final phase, without having to preset
all authorities for him, which improves the
flexibility of the system. Moreover, the system
is compatible with mechanical and electronic
systems in different areas, such as electronic
systems in places where peripheral security
requirements are high and mechanical key
systems in indoor area.
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Workforce Management
System
dormakaba workforce management
system have two major core
competitive edges, i.e. excellence in
organization and security. The data of
every employee should be registered
only once and will be automatically
sent to other relevant systems.

The proven integration business
systems can enable you to
measure and improve your
workforce productivity while
reducing administrative burden
and operational costs.

Workforce management system

Production line management system

With dormakaba exos you can efficiently process all time
data – just as your working time model requires. Data can
also be transferred to your payroll system. This solution
can be used either individually or linked with access
control. This ensures maximum flexibility and productivity,
and the versatile evaluation options also provide valuable
management information.

The depot control feature ensures secure issue and
distribution of keys and other items – safely and
efficiently. It is worth your while to control access and
safeguard storage, as this minimizes the risk of loss and
theft considerably. You can also be sure where your items
are at all times without complex management, and also
as an integral element of your dormakaba exos system.
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Restricted Area

Hallway Area
Peripheral Area

Access Control System
Generally speaking, industrial buildings often need to
meet different passage control requirements for different
areas. In light of this, we provide a wide variety of
solutions spanning from automatic turnstiles in peripheral
entrance, speed gates and revolving doors for employees

Peripheral area
The security protection of peripheral
area is mainly for preventing
unauthorized access of people or
vehicles. Therefore, access control is
implemented at entrances of fences
to check the access of employees,
outsiders and vehicles.
A reliable, robust and weathering
resistant access equipment is
recommended here for checking
the passage of cargoes, bikes and
electric cars.
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and commodities, to biometric identification technology
based interlocked doors in high security level zones, to
make your passage and security management a smart
and convenient process.

Hallway area
In hallway areas where visitors
are received, automatic access
equipment should be established
for granting access authorization to
visitors and preventing illegal entry.
A tripod turnstile, semi-height
horizontal sliding door or sensor
speed gate should be set up here
which can be used for escape in
emergency.

Restricted area
For confidential or high security
level restricted areas, more
rigorous access control should
be implemented for access
authorization and control over
accessible periods within a day.
In such places, card-reader or
biometric identification technology
based high security revolving
doors and interlocked doors are
recommended.
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Key & Cylinder System
Restricted keying system provide the convenience
and security that many customers like to have
. dormakaba experT key systems are custom
designed to suit situations where access to
authorised areas must be restricted or controlled.
The key system comes with a number of options,
including a simple master key system, and a
dedicated master key system specially designed
for some large and complicated systems.

Patent

The unique modular design makes it possible
to change a lock cylinder of different
specifications on the spot.

Mountain
Peak

The mechanical-electrical key is so
designed that considerations have
been given to both mechanical and
electronic management systems.

The locks' unique patented key
blanks make it impossible to
duplicate the key illegally.

总钥匙

Key management system
A master key system is defined as quantity of locking
cylinders grouped ina certain combination technology,
whosekeys have the additional function of carrying a
planned order function along with the mechanical locking
function.
Our cutting-edge key algorithm system realizes a
hierarchical authorization management capable of
providing carefree control over a key system regardless
of the complexity of the management system, so that
the unlocking of key interchangeability or disoperation in
the unauthorized condition is impossible. Our unique key
bits combination technology not only helps to realize the
complicated management but also maintains the lock
cylinder's security performance to the maximum extent.

分总钥匙 A

匙芯 A1

匙芯 A2

分总钥匙 B

匙芯 A3

匙芯B1

匙芯B2

匙芯B3

Keying Combinations
The master keying capability of dormakaba cylinders is
much greater than comparable systems. Kaba cylinders
incorporate a greater number of pins and a method
of arrangement that maximises the available keying
combinations. The theoretical number of different keys is
269,684,519,731,200.
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Revolving Door System
Revolving door solution is
recommended for places where
energy saving and effective
separation between indoor and
outdoor air environment is in
consideration. Compared with
conventional swing gates or sliding
doors, revolving doors can more

effectively reduce noise and dust
while lowering the operation energy
consumption of the building's
HVAC system. Based on the specific
environment requirements, several
solutions are available, including
manual, automatic and low energy
consumption servo solutions.

DIMENSION AND SPECIFICATION
KTV

ATRIUM

ATRIUM SH

Specification
Internal diameter (ID)

2000-3800

2000-2800

2000-3000

External diameter (ED)

ID+186/190*

ID+48

ID+144

Clear passage height* (PH)

2100-3000

2100-2800

2100-3000

Canopy height (CH)

300-700

21.5

66

Total height (TH)

PH+CH

PH+CH

PH+CH

●
●
-

●
●
-

System configuration
Full glass ceiling
Closed ceiling
(top mounted drive)
Pit requirements
(floor spring drive)
Folded functional door wings
Mechanical-electrical locks

●
○
○

*The locks' outer diameter increases by 186mm if they are covered in PVDF coated
material or by 190mm if they are covered in stainless steel material.
● Standard
○ optional
- Not Provided

Servo technology
Servo technology refers to the slow
revolving of a door driven by low power
consumption motor when the radar detects
the approaching of people. Pedestrians
only need to give the door a push to pass
through it and the revolving door wings will
automatically stop at the designated position
after use. A revolving door equipped with
such technology is featured by low operation
energy consumption and safe application and
satisfaction of and is up to the requirements
for fast pass through.
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Automatic Door Operator System
In addition to meeting safety and security needs, we also
meet your need for comfort and convenient access to
the greatest extent, in which automatic doors play an
important role.

Automatic sliding door
dormakaba's famous automatic
sliding doors is power-driven
and suitable for doors of various
width, weight, and functionality
requirements. In addition to
automatic sliding door operator,
dormakaba also provides various
door solutions including energysaving bar section door systems,
glass hanging systems and
automatic telescoping door systems
that have emergency push-out exit.

dormakaba provides a wide variety of automatic door
solutions including automatic sliding doors, automatic
swing doors etc., as well as the ultra-silent MANET sliding
door systems suitable to use in room.

MAGNEO sliding door operator
The magneo sliding door operator
is of unique streamline design and
compliant with EU low energy
consumption standard and full of
the charm of the advanced maglev
technology. It is the first sliding door
product that can operate in low
energy consumption mode without
a security sensor installed. The door
looks elegant and, thanks to its Soft
motion technology, stops moving
and springs back when it touches
obstacle in its way. It comes as
a glass door or a wood door and
is ideal for building a quiet and
magnificent office environment.

Automatic swing door operator
The automatic swing door operator
can be easily controlled by a number
of methods for automatic access
management and their unique soft
powered mode is completely up to
the security requirements of an open
space. The automatic door openers
can be triggered by a button switch,
a radar sensor or the Push-and-Go
function. Their movement speed
is adjustable and infrared security
sensor can be used to guarantee the
safety within the door's movement
range.
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Door Hardware
System
Door hardware system is an important component in the whole
access and security system, but it is always ignored in the daily.
It determines whether a door can be operated comfortably and
conveniently, additionally it to ensure the door closed effectively and
timely. Any door left ajar or insecurely locked will left bad influence on
security system, which could be disastrous for the core region.
dormakaba offers wide variety of door hardware products for
different areas in the building. It can provide professional and highquality solutions to entry doors, glass doors, emergency exits and fire
doors.

The unique Cam Action technology
ensures the actuation results of
door closers/ floor springs. With this
technology, doors can be pushed open
with ease and closed in positions
securely.
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Mechatronic Access Control
Mechatronic access control brings access management
the possibilities of better convenience, higher safety
and security, and more reliable visit control, emergency
escape and access control. We provide multiple solutions

Electric Door Magnets
dormakaba provides the perfect
electric door magnets solution
for access system and emergency
exit. Various types of electric door
magnets with different pulling
forces can meet different levels of
security requirements. Meanwhile,
all these electric locks are provided
with "unlocking at power outage"
function so that the emergency
exit is straightway when the
power is off. The latch is of fast
assembly design, suitable for fast
installation in various door frames.
The locks' maintenance-free magnet
guarantees the safe and reliable
operation in rush hours.

including electric strike, electric door magnets and SVP
locks to meet the application requirements of office
buildings.

Electric Strike
dormakaba developed the Easy
Adapt electric strike series products
without any modification to the
original appearance and structure
of door frame. It is suitable for
a variety of electric lock models,
and available in multiple styles of
strike panels. They can be used in
combination with electric locks that
have door magnetic feedback and
locking state feedback.

SVP lock
SVP locks are provided with a selflocking function which ensure the
door automatically locked after
each closing cycle. They are also
equipped with emergency escape
function which enable the door to be
opened with the indoor side handles
at any time, so that the door can
be opened without a key during
emergency even when the door
is locked. For outside people, the
automatic deadbolt projection of 20
mm ensures that the door is always
locked in accordance. Meanwhile, the
additional anti-thrust engagement
of the clawbolt latch provides twopoint locking for enhanced security.
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Professional GAI Consulting Service
Leader

About IAI
The guild of architectural ironmongers (GAI)
extends to overseas through the institute of
architectural ironmongers (IAI), and provides
member with high level of education courses,
technical consulting and support, publications
and contact opportunities. The GAI was founded
in 1961. It is the only professional commercial
institute in Britain that devotes itself to promoting
the benefits of the entire architectural hardware
industry, architectural ironmonger, architectural
hardware product manufacturer and wholesaler.
In addition, it promotes the communication
between members and groups, encourages
industry academic research and generalizes the
professional standards and technical qualification
of the industry and assists in formulating and
optimizing the relevant architectural regulations.
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As a reliable industry leader,
dormakaba always devotes
itself to providing excellent
security and access solutions and
services to achieve architectural
masterpieces. During planning
and implementation, dormakaba
provides a comprehensive
solution from planning and design
(product selection) to technology
implementation (sales and
installation) and then maintenance
service by communicating with all
target groups, including building
developers, general contractors,
architects, engineers and users.
In order to promote industry
development, dormakaba is
innovative to firstly introduce
the GAI (Guild of Architectural
Ironmongers) courses to China,
to create an industry-leading

professional team - 'GAI
Consultant'. We provide customers
with comprehensive professional
hardware consulting services and
make contributions to extend
the construction life and improve
energy efficiency.
No matter in normal conditions or
in emergency, all access systems
of buildings should be reliably
controlled to ensure the safety of
uses’ life and property. However,
this is not all of the professional
access solution. The aesthetics,
mobility, safety, comfort, and
application sustainability of the
building access design should be
the research contents of access
solutions and services, which
can be realized only through
the professional GAI consulting
services.
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Reasons that global famous companies choose dormakaba security and access solutions
In the past 150 years, dormakaba devoted itself to development and innovation and provided customers with high
security, intelligent and feasible customization solutions. Innovation makes us grow up – we keep improving our
products and services to satisfy the customers’ pursuit of security, stability, efficiency and convenience.

The Common Choice of Global
Famous Companies
Among dormakaba's projects in recent years, many
of them have become classic security and access
solutions and even industry benchmarks. The new
site building of CCTV located in the Beijing business
center applies the 1600 offline mechatronic lock,
which is uniformly managed by the EXO 9300
platform through the CARDLINK technology. Taiwan
Semiconductor Manufacturing Company uses 1000
online access products, BMW is also equipped with
1,000 online access products, which guarantee the
safety of the company operation. And the Alibaba
headquarters in Hangzhou is equipped with as
much as 3000 online access products, 200 offline
mechatronic lock and the integration of third party
consumer system, conference room system and
parking management system, a good solution for
the access management, system operation, thirdparty interaction and other requirements in this
150,000-square-meter ultra-large semi-closed office
area, which provide assistances to the efficient
development of large and medium-sized enterprises.
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Shanghai Branch
T: (021)53850022
F: (021)53850885
Guangzhou Branch
T: (020)62321883
F: (020)62321886

www.dormakaba.com

Beijing Branch
T: (010)65615022
F: (010)65614880

